Sharing Articles

Quick reference guide
to sharing articles
The purpose of publishing research is to share
new knowledge and be able to educate, connect
and inspire others. This quick guide is your easy
reference as to how Elsevier published articles can
be access, shared and used.
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Everyone

Everyone
Everyone can access:
•	All abstracts and citations on
ScienceDirect for free and sign up
for alerts as a guest user
•	Over 250,000 open access
articles published by Elsevier on
ScienceDirect
•	Archived material for free in over
100 journals, which includes all
Cell Press articles after 12 months
•	Special content being promoted in
the media or social media such as
Nobel prize winner’s articles
•	Research promoted by authors for
free through Share Links posted
by authors on social media sites
such as Twitter and Facebook.

•	Subscribed content by walking
into a participating university
library or UK 			
public library or by paying for
individual access either through
pay per view or through a low cost
rental option.
•	Relevant medical information for
patients and caregivers through
free or low cost programs such as
PatientInform and PatientAccess
•	Datasets underlying published
articles through datalinks with
data repositories which are easily
located next to article.
•	Free and low cost access to more
than 3,100 Elsevier journals
and 13,000 Elsevier e-books in
developing countries through the
Research4Life program.
www.research4life.org
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After reading, everyone can:
•	Photocopy an article for
personal use
•	Use a short quote from an
article (comprising one or two
sentences) together with the
appropriate citation
•	List a bibliographic reference or
citation for an article
•	Use open access articles by
following the permissions of the
user license

•	If you are using the articles for
scholarly comment, non-commercial
research or educational purposes1
you can also quote:
o	A single text extract of fewer than
100 words or a series of extracts
totaling no more than 300 words
o A
 maximum of two figures from
a journal article or a total of five
from a journal volume (unless
a separate copyright holder is
identified in any figure)

Did you know?

Open access articles means everyone can access, share and
reuse the article even commercially in some cases. You
need to look at the user license attached to the article.
•	Commercial license (CC BY): Everyone can share (copy and redistribute
the article) and adapt (remix, transform and build upon the article) for any
purpose even commercially.
•	Non Commercial (CC BY NC-ND): Everyone can share the article and reuse
the article (for example to download for text mining purposes or redistribute
to others) for non-commercial purposes only.
1As a signatory to the STM guidelines for “Quotation and other academic uses”, Elsevier supports these additional permissions if
the intended use is for scholarly comment, non-commercial research or educational purposes, and if full credit is provided.
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Authors
Authors publishing in Elsevier journals can use
their published journal articles for a wide range
of scholarly purposes. Authors can:
•	Prepare other derivative works
(such as creating an adaptation of
the article)

•	Share their author manuscript
privately on institutional
repositories and on personal
websites or blogs

• I nclude the final article in grant
funding applications

•	Refresh a posted preprint on
arXiv and RePec with the author
manuscript after acceptance
•	Distribute copies, either in paper
or electronic form, for classroom
teaching
•	Share with known research
colleagues for their personal use
•	Include as part of a thesis or
dissertation

Authors

•	Share working papers of their
research (preprints) anywhere at
anytime

• U
 se the final published articles for
certain commercial uses which
include:
o	Using the article in a subsequent
compilation of the author’s works
o	Extending the article to booklength form
o	Use or re-use portions or excerpts
in other works
o	Further possibilities for gold open
access articles published with a CC
BY user license.

Did you know?

You can include your final article as part of your thesis or
dissertation, for non-commercial purposes, without having
to ask permission!
When sharing author manuscripts, Elsevier requires authors to attach a non-commercial Creative
Commons user license (CC-BY-NC-ND). This is easy to do. On the accepted manuscript, authors
should add the following to the title page, copyright information page, or header /footer:
© <year>. This manuscript version is made available under the CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 license http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
Sharing author manuscripts publicly requires an embargo. For more information,
see www.elsevier.com/sharingpolicy
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Subscribers
Subscribers can:
•	Access, search, browse and view
subscribed content
•	Print and download a limited
number of articles, book chapters,
abstracts and records
•	Share excerpts of subscribed
content, such as an article, by email
or in print, to known research
colleagues for the purpose of
scholarly research or study.
•	Store individual journal articles
of subscribed content in a private
library within a social networking
site for their own personal use.
•	Share individual journal articles
from the subscribed content
with a limited number of third
party colleagues as part of an
invitation-only working group on
non-commercial platforms or tools,
such as Mendeley, for personal,
scholarly or research use.
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•	Enable members of the general
public to use any publicly financed
institution’s physical terminals to
access, search, browse, view and
print articles
•	Incorporate links to subscribed
content on an intranet and internet
websites as well as use links in
connection with courses offered for
academic credit within electronic
coursepacks, course management
systems, instructor websites and
eReserve lists.
•	Text and data mine subscribed
content for non-commercial
purposes
by using our Application
Programming Interface (APIs).
Learn more www.elsevier.com./
TDM

Additional sharing options:
•	Develop a local database of
Elsevier-published articles when
an agreement is in place to
acquire retention rights, or if the
institution or corporation has a
digital rights license with a local
reproduction rights organization
(RRO). Elsevier has digital
preservation partnerships with
CLOCKSS and Portico.

•	Subscribers can also access journal
articles or single book chapters
subscribed to by other local
institutions in their same country
through interlibrary loan.
See more https://www.elsevier.
com/about/our-business/policies/
interlibrary-loan

Subscribers

•	For research produced by
researchers at the university,
articles can also be used for
classroom teaching at the
institution and for internal training
purposes (including distribution
of copies, paper or electronic, and
use in coursepacks and courseware
programs, but not in Massive
Open Online Courses)
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Sharing though institutional repositories
Non-commercial institutions can post research
published by affiliated authors in their
institutional repositories (IRs) by following
some hosting guidelines:
IRs can host:
• Metadata and links to articles
• Preprint versions
•	Accepted manuscripts immediately
for internal use or private sharing.
These accepted manuscripts can be
made publicly available after embargo

•	Final published gold open
access articles
	For more information, see:
www.elsevier.com/hostingpolicy

Elsevier can help ensure that the information
within your IR is comprehensive, accurate and
timely by providing complimentary access
to APIs that:
•	Automate retrieval of all article
metadata of your affiliated authors
for better coverage within your
IR. Even if your repository doesn’t
hold the full text version, the article
information and abstract can be
displayed.
•	Provide your IR users with access to
the best available version by sharing
user access entitlement information
and the option to embed the final
article into your repository.
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•	Include embargo period end dates,
for repositories to make accepted
manuscripts publicly available from
the correct date.
	For more information see:
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/
sciencedirect/support/institutional-repository

Elsevier
Empowering knowledge
Elsevier as a publisher has an important role in
disseminating and promoting the final published
article. We do this through:

Making published research more effective  
ScienceDirect provides access to nearly 2,500 journals featuring over 13 million
full –text publications and has been optimized so that users can quickly assess
the relevancy of articles, extract key insights, and share, connect and collaborate
with peers so that users can carry out more accurate, impactful research. This
includes providing features such as:
•	Article recommendation tool based
on what your peers are reading

•	Easily evaluate the relevance and
quality of an article by viewing:

•	Optimized resolutions for all types
of devices from smart phones to
desktops

o	Article-based metrics such as
Scopus citation counts

•	Remote access options for
subscribed users to always access
the best available version

o	Interactive graphs, 3D models,
and data visualizations

•	Indexed and optimized content
to make it easier to find content
through popular search engines

o References and citing articles

o Figures and tables
o Information about each author

Elsevier

•	Compliance to the latest
accessibility standards making
research accessible for the visually
disabled.
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Sharing articles
Elsevier has also developed technology to make
sharing easier. This includes easy ways to:
•	File or share articles or chapters
by exporting to Mendeley or
another reference managers of
your choosing.
•	Adding clear DOI links and
CrossMark to ensure readers
can accurately cite and trust the
version of research they
are reading.
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•	Free access links through our
ShareLink project providing 50
days free access to all users
•	Technology to download up to 20
documents simultaneously
•	Use ScienceDirect APIs to
seamlessly integrate article-,
title- and object-level metadata
into your own website or
applications, including text and
data mining projects

Promoting research
Elsevier also promotes research through
the following channels:
•	Free alerts, including journals,
table of contents, topic and search
alerts to discover new content.
•	View, read and download the 25
most popular articles in more than
20 subject areas.
•	Editor’s choice selection, where
the top five articles chosen by the
editors are promoted and made
freely available for readers up to
one year.

•	Free Research Highlights app
where users can preview the
article abstract and then send the
full text article to their inbox. See
researchhighlights.elsevier.com
•	Elsevier also promotes selected
research papers to the global
scientific media. We use a
combination of press releases,
the Elsevier Research Selection
(Bi-weekly email sent out to more
than 1600 subscribing journalists)
and Elsevier Connect, our online
platform with daily stories
by science, technology and health
professionals.

Getting permission
If you need to use a journal article for commercial purposes or for other
purposes not specified in this guide you will need to get permission. This is
easy to do directly via the online article by clicking the “Get rights and content”
link or via our permissions team (see www.elsevier.com/permissions).

Reproducing articles

Elsevier

If you would like to make multiple copies, copies for advertising or promotional
purposes, for resale or document delivery, then you need to request permission
and pay a fee. Special rates are available for educational institutions. You can
purchase individual or commercial reprints of an article via Elsevier’s webshop
www.webshop.elsevier.com.
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